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Hi-Lo SCREENLIFT 750 ELECTRIC WHITEBOARD TROLLEY
Loxit’s Hi-Lo range consists of electrically height adjustable wall mounts, floor mounts and trolley mounts with universal
bracket sets to suit all whiteboard and projector applications (up to 80” board in 4:3 aspect or 105” in 16:10 aspect).
The ScreenLift 750 utilizes Loxit’s patented projector mounting system which allows all trolleys to pass through standard
size doorways with projector mounted up to 1500mm throw, providing a significantly increased choice of projector.
The ‘smart design’ also allows the trolley to be upgraded to integrate a range of peripherals including laptops, PC’s,
Apple TV, Mac Mini or speaker systems complete with additional power strips to power these units. Because this is a
mobile stand we have ensured that the movement is as easy as possible, with a large grab handle to the rear and
special easy wheel, heavy duty casters that individually lock and easily glide.
The Hi-Lo whiteboard range has been delivering interactive solutions for over 10 years with a proven track record around
the world. Designed to accommodate users of all heights, from toddlers to fully grown adults and providing easy
access including wheelchair users, enabling the delivery of a truly interactive experience.
Spatially aware - designed to fit through
standard doorways.

Sound and vision - speaker mounts are
a really useful accessory for creating a truly
immersive interactive experience.

750mm height adjustment - means all users
are able to access the screen.
Go configure - user configurable maximum and
minimum heights may be set to allow the safest
operation possible and preventing collisions
with ceilings.
Laptop mount - a really
useful mount for a laptop
(optional extra) to run
interactive software.
High quality construction the robust steel construction
is powder coated in black creating a highly
durable finish.

Quick start - all our lifts are delivered fully
assembled on a pallet (in the UK). Simply
hang the board and mount the projector.
Universal projector mount - accommodates
short throw and ultra short throw projector
with throw distances of up to 1500mm.
The trolley can also mount non-interactive
whiteboards to work with interactive projectors.  

Warranty - a 12 month return to base warranty
is included to provide peace of mind.
Flick of a switch the electronic lift
mechanism is
capable of moving
whiteboards up
to 105” in diameter.

HI-LO ELECTRIC WHITEBOARD TROLLEY CONFIGURATIONS

Easy wheel - individually locking,
easy glide, high quality twin-castor wheels
ensure moving the trolley is easy.

AND A RANGE OF ACCESSORIES INCLUDING...
WALL MOUNTED SECURE LAPTOP CABINET

Hi-Lo 750
CODE 8532

Hi-Lo LAPTOP SHELF
APPLE TV SECURITY MOUNT
MAC MINI SECURITY CLAP

